Helping you maximize profit and leverage
technology, one ticket sale at a time.
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ENCORE Tickets helps venues, teams, and promoters maximize
ticket sales, revenue, and profit.
Our proprietary inventory management system takes tickets
sales to a whole new level. Not only does it facilitate and
automate the process of selling tickets, but it also provides
transparency into ticket sales, intelligent pricing mechanisms
that maximize revenue, and additional insights into the data that
fuel sales.

Primary Market Partners
Get access to secondary market sales data, price your tickets
intelligently based on supply and demand, and collaborate with
us to build custom tools. Use our system to sell more tickets,
price inventory to reach higher revenue, and partner with
organizations and teams.

What You Get
Our system will help you sell more tickets by providing
• Access to secondary market sales data
• Ability to price tickets intelligently based on supply
and demand
• Insights that let you price inventory to reach
higher revenue
• Opportunities to partner with organizations
and teams
• Option to collaborate with us and build custom
tools
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Product features
designed to maximize profits.

About Encore Tickets
For more than twenty years, we’ve been
a trusted source of secondary tickets for
sporting events, concerts, and shows.
During the past five years, we’ve focused
on developing the best, most innovative
technology to support the changing needs
of our primary market partners.
We are experts at analyzing the market
and leveraging sales channels to maximize
revenue for our partners. Our proprietary
system was built by a team that has
worked on both sides of the fence. Think
of Encore as an indispensable part of your
sales and analytics department.
We also have purchasing capabilities to
fund any partial or exclusive contracts and
provide consulting between primary and
secondary markets.

Primary Partner Cloud-Based Portal: Access your real-time
data via a secure, cloud-based portal anytime, anywhere
Sales Reports: Better understand pricing, sales, and
customer metrics via real-time data.
Regain Control: Control price floors, supply, and even
demand and view ticket buyers and sellers.
Distribution: Enjoy unmatched distribution through wellknown, established retailers.
Exclusivity: Avoid negatively saturating the secondary
ticket market by working with one reseller.
Brand Integrity: Set pricing rules within the system to
ensure brand value remains strong.
Event Profitability: Run profitability reports to see
tickets sold, profits, and margins in real-time.
Inventory Management: Quickly and easily price
your inventory across multiple sales channels,
including StubHub, TicketMaster, and resale.
Dictate which sales channels you want your
inventory shared on to maximize exposure.
Lead Generation: Build relationships with
secondary market ticket purchasers for upsell
and cross-sell opportunities.

ENCORE TICKETS

Inventory management that stays ahead of the evolving
ticket industry.

Our proprietary inventory management system facilitates and
automates the entire process of ticket sales so you can sell
more tickets at better prices – and maximize revenue. Even
better, you have access to a web portal that gives you 24/7
transparency into your ticket sales, revenue, and profit so you
can make data-driven decisions.
Venues: Fill your venue to capacity
Want more sell-out crowds enjoying a great experience in
your venue? Our system lets you pinpoint inventory that’s
not moving and update pricing in real-time to reach higher
revenue.
Teams: Regain control of the secondary market
You’ll have access to all of the secondary market sales
data allowable by law. This new level of transparency
gives you control over inventory and lets you price
tickets intelligently based on supply and demand. Want
to do even more with our system? We’ll work with you
to build custom tools.
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Top features
Transparency into the secondary market
• Better understand pricing, sales, and customer metrics via realtime data.
• Run reports to see tickets sold, profits, and margins in real-time.
• See who is buying your tickets and build relationships for upsell
and cross-sell opportunities.
Pricing flexibility to maximize profits, revenue,
and brand reputation
• Quickly and easily price your inventory across multiple sales
channels, including StubHub and TicketMaster.
• Control price floors, supply, and even demand.
• Set pricing rules within the system to ensure your brand
value remains strong.
• Real-time dynamic pricing system that reacts to market
dynamics and instantly updates pricing based on supply
and demand.
Wide-ranging distribution
• Enjoy unmatched distribution through well-known,
established retailers at both the niche and massmarket levels.
• Rest easy knowing our two layer quality assurance
system checks for duplicate tickets twice, allowing
us to eliminate mistakes or potential issues before
tickets are in the hands of customers.
• Partner with us on partial or exclusive contracts
– we have the purchasing capabilities to make it
happen.
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Want to really maximize
your profits?
Tap into our vast store of market and pricing knowledge to
kick your profits up even higher. Our consulting, business
intelligence, and ticket acquisition services can help.
Consulting
We offer consulting between primary and secondary markets
to maximize all pricing models and distribution channels. This
includes:
• Profit sharing opportunities for select programs.
• Dynamic and variable pricing opportunities based on realtime market data.
• Primary market pricing based on extensive market analysis.
Business Intelligence
Business intelligence capabilities are at the heart of Encore.
We provide proactive and reactive trend analysis so you can
reconfigure pricing, supply, and marketing campaigns with the
ultimate goal of maximizing revenue.
Ticket Acquisition
Teams need better access to data, period. We know this market
inside and out, we value transparency, and we want to maximize
profits within the primary and secondary ticket markets.
As your partner, we can provide you with a portal that displays
sales, future ticket values and customized data at any time.
You’ll know what’s selling so you can better price inventory and
based on this knowledge, you’ll be able to better plan for future
seasons.
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THE TEAM
Brett Bernstein, Partner and Chief Investment Officer
Brett is a serial entrepreneur and investor who builds successful
businesses. He has the uncanny ability to identify emerging
markets, how to improve on what’s already in place, and how
to create a new market. Since joining Encore in 2011, Brett
has helped incorporate technology to create value and drive
the company. Under his leadership, Encore’s revenues have
quadrupled. While attending Arizona State University, Brett
invested and participated in an internet startup company and
multiple real estate ventures.
Randy Levenberg, Founding Partner
Randy is Encore’s Founding Father. He’s been in the industry
for 20 years, during which time he’s grown Encore from its local
roots to a national brand. Randy’s ability to develop, build, and
maintain healthy client and primary partner relationships has
been integral to the growth of the business; many of his clients
have been loyal to Encore for 10-15 years. Randy graduated
from the University of Arizona, where he divided his time
between studies and Encore.
Adam Simon, Chief Operating Officer
Adam specializes in operations management, dynamic
pricing and strategic business development. His leadership is
paramount to Encore’s growth and ability to efficiently manage
large volumes of inventory. Since graduating from John Hopkins
University, he has spent 10 years in the secondary ticket
industry, making him an established and well respected figure.

Dave Wagner, Chief Financial Officer
Dave spearheads data-driven analytics in both deal-based
financing and the overall growth of the company. His ability to
create financial models allows Encore to derive value in niche
areas that others may not find profitable. This has allowed
Encore and our primary partners to gain a competitive financial
advantage at a time when the secondary ticket market is
realizing lower profits across the board. After graduating from
Carnegie Mellon with a double major, he worked for a Fortune
500 company on billion dollar merger and acquisition deals.

6931 Arlington Road Suite 30
Bethesda, MD 20814
301.718.2525 | Brett@encoretix.com

